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Sno\M globe
Mountain highs that range from elegant accommodation in
the Alps to a superyacht equipped for heli-skiing in some of the
most remote parts of the world. By Gabriella Le Breton

POUDER RAXGERS
Extreme experiences
this season include hotels
in lceland, Norway and the
Alps that offer heli-skiing
in the wilderness and
stayin! in a mirrored room
at the Treehotel in Sweden

AVING SPENT COUNTLESS winters in the
French resort of Megdve, Baroness Ariane

de Rothschild knows precisely how she
would while away a perfect winter's day. "I would
be the first on the slopes of Mont dArbois, or
maybe take a heli ski safari in the spectacular
Massif du Mont Blanc," she says. 'Afterwards I'd
relax in the art-deco spa of our family's new Four
Seasons hotel and swim in the white marble pool
with its views of the mountains. In the evening I'd
take a look around the hotel's art collection and
have dinner at Le 1920 restaurant, which is run by
the two-Michelin star chef lulien Gatillon."

Were

it not for her

husband's grandmother,

Baroness Noemie de Rothschild, Ariane's perfect
day might never have become a reality. The
visionary Baroness No6mie r'vas responsible for the
transformation of Megdve from a sleepy medieval
village into a cosmopolitan ski resort ln the 1900s
a legacy that, more than a century 1ater, Ariane has
continued by opening the first Four Seasons hotel
in the AIps, with heli access to Mont dArbois.

Due to open on December 15, the 55 room
property bears the hallmarks of a family dedicated
not only to style and art, but also to sustainabllin
and a sense of place. Unlike other alpine hotels, this
one, says the baroness, is not about wealth. "It's
w'hat I believe modern luxury should be about
- purpose and impact, what we do with wealth and
how it can create change. The cuisine is all from
produce grown mostly on our farms, the furniture
has been built by local craftsmen and the PierreYves Rochon interiors have been designed with
Fairtrade fabrics and furniture acquired through
sustainable investment funds. Hopefully it will open
the door to a new ievel of iuxury."
Whiie the opening of the hotei is big news this
w-inter, it is not the only launch designed to cater to

the privileged skier, whose demands now range
from delivery of such "basics" as fresh grass for a
pampered poochs bathroom and skis custom-made
to match the local terrain to thrills such as rides on

piste-bashers at night, which are offered at Le
Collectionist's Taiga chalet in Megdve. Such one-off

WIXTER WARIIERS

experiences have become the primary focus of
upmarket operators, as Duncan Robertson, the
co-founder of Haute Montagne, explains. "Our
ciients thrive on adventure and want unusual local
experiences, but they also want to up the ante. So,
rather than ski with their guide to a remote alpine

From top: contemporary
luxe at the new Four
Seasons Hotel Megdve;
a heli-skiing picnic

organised by Kando
Events; Japan's first
fully catered chalet,
H

hut for a mstic picnic they'Il helicopter to a glacier
for a seven course lunch, served on fur-clad snow

akuch ozan

benches, and ski back down."
To feed this appetite for adventure, two ski
operators have created new dual-destination trips
for those who might tire of looking out at only one

landscape or going to only one country. Haute

Montagne, which has glamorous chalets such as
Zermatt's Elbrus on its books, offers a Tu.in Peaks
week with accommodation in Chalet 1936 in \rerbier
and the McKinley chalet in Zermatt, with extras
such as helicopter transfers, 24-hour butlers and
sunrise ski-touring as well as the services ofa chef
whose restaurant has earned lwo Michelin stars.
Meanwhile, Scott Dunn has created another

twin-centre adventure in Scandinavia. After three
nights spent at the Treehotel in Swedish Lapland

- whose rooms include a suspended mirrored cube
and a giant nest in the forest - guests are jetted to
Lyngen Lodge, on the shores of Lyngen flord in
Norway, from where they can ski-tour, ride
snowmobiles and ice-fish.

Further east, too, operators have begun to
adapt to the demands of skiers in Japan who
want more than just light and plentiful snow in
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dramatic volcanic landscapes. On Hokkaido island,
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for example, Japans first fully staffed and catered
chalet, Hakuchozan, has just opened. With its
rooftop hot tub, butler and chauffeur as well as a
chef to whip up sushi, yakitori and wagyu beef
barbecues, it's already proving popular with powder
hounds unwilling to compromise on luxury.

Compromise is something that the owner of
the superyacht Cloudbreak doesn't need to do. To
satisfy his voracious appetite for extreme skiing

and surfing in remote pockets of the world he
commissioned the ski-mad Norwegian designer
Espen Oeino to create a yacht that could survive
some of the earth's most extreme climates. The
72.5m vessel, which sleeps 12, is available to
charter from €750,000 a week. It's packed with
toys that range from a high-powered wakeboat for
summer excursions to a customised snow-adapted

helicopter that can spirit guests off to remote
slopes for an afternoons skiing. With a kitted out
ski room and a fireplace this vessel might even
tempt veteran mountain lovers out to
fourseosons
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